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Laser time jitter

➢Laser jitter affects the average slice energy significantly.

➢A jitter in Laser time (+/- 40 ps) changes slice energy from

+0.14%/-0.16% w.r.t. the designed value. Verified in experiments.

➢Thus for a rms 2e-4 energy jitter required for cooling, the rms

laser jitter needs to be < 5 ps.
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- 40 ps + 40 ps



Laser intensity jitter

➢Laser intensity jitter does NOT affect the average slice energy

much.

➢A jitter in Laser intensity, i.e., bunch charge variation (+/- 10%)

changes slice energy less than 1e-4 (peak to peak) w.r.t. the

designed value.
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- 10% Laser Intensity + 10% Laser Intensity



Laser transverse profile

➢Laser is not uniform transversely.

➢Transverse position vibration needs to be improved by at least 3-

4 fold, center of gravity variation should be < 100 um.
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Power supply stability

➢Upstream trims in LEBT have

greater effect in orbit in common

section (can exceed 200 mm/A). If

10 um rms orbit stability is required,

5e-5 A rms jitter in power supply

needs to be satisfied.

➢In Run 21, we observed common

section orbit variation is on the

order of few tens of um rms.
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Gun requirements

Phase -3 deg Phase + 3 deg

Huge chirp, 2.5 kV/ps

Voltage  -10 kV Voltage + 10 kV
Peak current and energy 
slices miss each other!



Buncher requirements

Phase -3 deg Phase + 3 deg

Peak energy changed by 
2e-3, or -3 kV/ps chirp for 
peak current slice

Voltage  -10 kV Voltage + 10 kV

Buncher is very sensitive as it affects the arrival time into linac

Chirp for core 
is 1.5 kV/ps



Linac requirements

Phase -2 deg Phase + 2 deg

Large chirp +5 kV/ps for 
core

➢Linac phase needs to be very stable to maintain desirable chirp,

2 deg change in linac phase can cause 25 times larger chirp than

tolerable.

➢Linac voltage jitter needs to be < 2.5 kV rms to satisfy required

energy jitter for cooling (2e-4).

➢Orbit jitter into linac should be less than 50 um, detailed study

needs further simulation.



Summary
• CeC cooling requires good stability in beam energy (rms 2e-4), proper energy chirp and orbit

(rms 10 um) in common section.

Items requirements Beam parameter 
effect

Achieved Run 21 Improvements in  
Run 22

Laser jitter (ps, rms) 5 2e-4 energy jitter 14-15 5

Laser intensity (rms) 1%, transverse 
uniformity needs 
improvement

Peak current 
variation

2% 1%

Trim PS (A, rms) 5e-5 10 um orbit jitter in 
common section

< 2e-5

Gun phase (deg, 
rms)

< 0.1 <0.2 kV/ps energy
chirp jitter for core

0.06

Gun voltage (kV, 
rms)

< 0.5 kV < 1 ps separation 
between peak 
current and energy

0.04

buncher phase (deg, 
rms)

0.2 Energy jitter < 2e-4, 
chirp jitter < 0.2 
kV/ps

0.04

buncher voltage (kV, 
rms)

0.14 Chirp jitter < 0.2 
kV/ps

0.033

Linac phase (deg,
rms)

< 0.05 Chirp jitter < 0.2 
kV/ps

0.05

Linac voltage (kV,
rms)

2.5 Energy jitter < 2e-4 0.52



Brief overview of simulation prediction 
and measurement in 2022





Base line in 2022

Slice emit ~ 1.5 – 1.7 um  for higher current slices.



What we measured

Not optimized

Repeatability of measurements is not good.



Sensitivity of peak current and emit


